Case Study

CalX Instrumentation Services, a calibration
service company uses CompuCal to help
grow their client base

The company provides tailored calibration management and instrumentation
sales solutions to clients across Medical Device, Pharmaceutical, Food, Dairy
and Beverage, Manufacturing and Retail sectors. CalX is also the largest fuel
verification service provider on the island of Ireland.
The Challenge
CalX required an automated calibration management
system providing scheduling, reporting, data import
for building new client databases, and both online and
offline data entry. It was also important that both their
technicians and customers could access the system
from different locations. Custom certificates were also
a requirement for meeting their clients’ needs.

As director Willie McMahon explains, “as a service
company with customers in different parts of the
country, we knew that we needed a cloud-based
solution. Since our technicians don’t always have
access to the internet when they visit customer sites,
they need to be able to enter the calibration results
remotely without the need to be online. CompuCal’s
Client App was the perfect solution to that problem.
After searching through different software offerings,
we found CompuCal to be the best solution to meet
our needs and to help us to scale, leveraging the
automated planning and scheduling within the system.”

The Solution
To meet the requirements of CalX, CompuCal offered
the following package of solutions:
•

A cloud-based system allowing access from
different places, saving on maintenance costs.

•

Custom certificate creation to select what
information would appear in the certificates
based on each customer’s specific requirements.

•

Automated certificate generation saving time for
the management and admin teams.

•

Automated data import, helping to set up new
customers quickly and accurately.

•

The mobile Client App means technicians can
enter data offline. This also removes the need to
print certificates or transfer data from paper to a
software system, thereby reducing the possibility
of human error.

The Result
Thanks to CompuCal, CalX have been able to grow
the business and expand its customer base within the
regulated industries sector. According to director Kevin
Davis, “the mobile client app allows our technicians
to enter details remotely while in the field. More
importantly, we know that if an existing or potential
customer asks for a specific requirement, we can rely
on CompuCal’s customer support to work with us on
a solution and even create new features based on our
feedback. Their technical support is amazing.”
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